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ABSTRACT

A high sensitivity ammonia gas sensor based on a tapered small core single-mode fiber (SCSMF) structure for measurement of ammonia gas concentration is reported. The proposed tapered SCSMF fiber structure has a waist diameter of 13.5 µm and it is fabricated using a customized microheater brushing technique. The silica based material prepared by sol-gel method is used as a coating applied to the surface of tapered fiber structures. Experimental results show that sensor is very sensitive to ammonia. The best measurement resolution of the ammonia concentration is estimated to be 16 ppb for gas concentrations of 0.5 ppm to 2.5 ppm while the response and recovery times are less than 5 and 10 minutes respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ammonia is widely used in various industrial processes and agricultural activities. Due to the fact that an excess of ammonia may cause air pollution and it also may have toxic effects on the health of both plants and human beings, it is essential to accurately monitor its concentration in the air [1-2]. During the past decade, a number of ammonia sensors based on different operating principles were proposed, such as electro-chemical sensors [3], metal oxide semiconductor sensors [4], ratiometric fluorescence sensors [5]. Recently, the development of fiber optic sensors for the detection of ammonia has increased rapidly [6-8] due to the significant advantages of optical fiber sensors such as a very compact size, immunity to electromagnetic interference, remote sensing capabilities, and most importantly, their ability to operate at room temperature.

Ammonia sensors based on optical fibers usually require some additional ammonia sensitive materials to be coated on the fiber surface. Physical or chemical reactions occurring when such sensitive materials come in contact with ammonia result in the change of optical properties of the sensor surface. One such physical/chemical reaction at the silica surface is adsorption which is well known and extensively investigated [9-10]. The adsorption will result in a refractive index (RI) change in the silica coating which in turn leads to the spectral shift of the transmission response of the fiber sensor. Thus ammonia concentration can be determined by detecting the variations of the sensor’s spectral response assuming a suitable calibration has taken place. To the best of our knowledge there are no reports to date on the use of silica coating as the sensitive coating material for ammonia detection in fiber optic sensors. In our previous report, we have proposed a very high sensitivity RI sensor with a maximum sensitivity of 19212.5 nm/RIU (RI unit) in the RI range from 1.4304 to 1.4320 based on a tapered small core single mode fiber (SCSMF) structure [11]. In this work, we propose and demonstrate a highly sensitive ammonia sensor based on a sol-gel silica coated tapered SCSMF structure. The best measurement resolution of 16 ppb is achieved for gas concentrations of 0.5 ppm to 2.5 ppm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SENSOR FABRICATION

In this experiment, a tapered SCSMF structure with a waist diameter of 13.5 µm was fabricated by using a customized microheater brushing technique [12]. A silica sol solution for the coating layer was prepared as follows: 1) 10 ml of hydrolyzing tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) was mixed with 5 ml ethanol using magnetic stirring for 20 min at room temperature; 2) then 1 ml 0.1 mol/L HCl solution was added into the mixture followed with further stirring for 300 min; 3) the resulting silica sol solution was sealed in a small bottle and stored in a refrigerator during the experimental trials. Each sensor sample was fabricated by applying a thin layer of silica on the tapered fiber surface by passing the tapered SCSMF section through a drop of the silica sol solution using a motor controlled translation stage. A single pass of the silica drop from one side of the fiber to the other
side is defined as a one-pass coating. By repeating the one pass coating process, different silica coating thicknesses can be realized. After the coating process, the sensor was cured under ambient conditions for two weeks before the test.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic diagram of: (a) Tapered SCSMF structure; (b) SEM image of the taper waist section after coating process and (c) Experimental setup for ammonia gas sensing.

Figure 1(a) illustrates a schematic diagram of an 8-pass silica-coated ammonia sensor and Fig. 1(b) shows an SEM image of the taper waist section. It is clear that the silica coating is smooth at the taper waist section. A schematic diagram of the test system for ammonia gas sensing is shown in Fig. 1(c). Light from a broadband light source (Thorlabs S5FC1005S) is launched into the tapered SCSMF structure and the transmitted light is measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Agilent 86142B). A defined amount of diluted ammonia liquid was dropped in the gas testing chamber by a micro-syringe. The ammonia liquid evaporated naturally, resulting in an ammonia gas vapour. All the tests were conducted at room temperature.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows the measured spectral responses at different ammonia concentrations and Fig. 2(b) shows the dependency of the measured wavelength shift vs. ammonia concentration. As one can see from Fig. 2(a), as the ammonia gas concentration increases, the dip wavelength shifts to a longer wavelength monotonically. However the shift rate decreases as the ammonia concentration increases, which indicates that the sensor has a higher sensitivity as well as better resolution for lower ammonia concentrations. A linear fit has been performed for the measured wavelength shift from 0.5 ppm to 2.5 ppm as shown in Fig 2(c). The measurement resolution is estimated as 16 ppb assuming the OSA has a wavelength resolution of 0.01 nm. Better resolution may be achieved for even lower ammonia concentrations.

It is worth pointing out that while reducing the tapered waist diameter of such a fiber sensor even further might result in a higher sensitivity, a tapered fiber with a smaller waist diameter is more fragile compared to that with a larger waist diameter, which could limit the sensor stability. A thicker coating may also improve the sensor sensitivity, as has been shown previously for other fiber sensors that involve coatings [13].
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**Fig. 2.** (a) Normalized measured spectral response at different ammonia concentrations; (b) Measured spectral wavelength shift vs. ammonia concentration and measured data fitted with: (b) a nonlinear function and (c) a linear function with corresponding parameters listed in the inset tables.
The response and recovery times are illustrated for a range of ammonia concentrations in Fig. 3. The response time is defined as the time that takes the sensor to reach 90% of its full response and the recovery time as the time to fall down to 10% of the full response. The sensor’s response time is estimated to be less than 5 minutes, while the recovery time is estimated to be less than 10 minutes. It should be noted that in our experiment the ammonia evaporating process takes longer time than it should be, because the ammonia solution used in the experiment is highly diluted with water and the evaporation is not heat assisted. Due to these shortcomings of our setup, the actual response and recovery times to ammonia gas may well be even shorter. Besides, the actual sensor sensitivity should be also higher than we achieved from the experiment as ammonia does not fully evaporate from the water.

![Fig. 3. Sensor’s response and recovery at different ammonia concentrations.](image)

### 4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a novel ammonia gas sensor is proposed and experimentally investigated based on a silica-coated tapered SCSMF fiber structure. A tapered SCSMF fiber structure with a taper waist diameter of 13.5 µm was fabricated using the microheater brushing technique. Silica sol-gel was prepared and coated on the fiber surface as a sensing layer for detecting ammonia gas concentration. The experimental results show that the sensor offers ultra-high sensitivity to ammonia, the best resolution of the ammonia sensor is estimated to be as low as 16 ppb from 0.5 ppm to 2.5 ppm while the response and recovery times are less than 5 and 10 minutes.
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